Expert Maintenance and Management of your IDS/IPS System
Intrusion Detection and Intrusion Prevention (IDS/IPS) solutions are a critical component of
network protection that every organization should be using. But, these systems require
constant tuning, management, and specialized knowledge in order to remain effective. Many
organizations today don’t have the resources to stay vigilant against attacks.

Don't Find Out After It's Too Late that Your IDS/IPS is Not Working
IDS and IPS systems require constant care and feeding. Signatures and digital vaccines must
be continually updated and the devices need to be constantly monitored for threats and
attacks. If legitimate traffic is blocked, immediate troubleshooting and escalation is also
required.

Service Overview
Security On-Demand helps organizations manage and maintain their IDS or IPS Systems to
keep them performing reliabily and optimally.

Alerts & Reports via Secure Client Portal
Continual updates of signatures & vaccines
Tune and manage all hardware with routine
maintenance
Advanced Analysis of behavior and patterns using
machine learning analysis (ThreatWatch)

24x7 24x7 Monitoring - SOC Security Operations Center

Managed IDS/IPS Benefits
Expertise - 24x7 technical support provided by certified staff
and security engineers

Managed
IDS/IPS will
help you:

Flexibility - Use your own 3rd Party hardware or go with a
100% turnkey solution (physical or virtual) enabling ease of
deployment

Reduce complexity &
cost of operations

Alerting - SOD will provide and manage all alerts both system
and security related. Event severity mapping into our
ThreatWatch Analytics platform will reduce false positives.

Detect threats faster
and reduce impact
from potential
breaches

Response - Traffic shaping provides attack isolation and
network discovery of vulnerable devices (based on device)
Cost - We can provide support and management at a fraction
of the cost of full time staff.
Co-Management - We can offer a shared responsibility model
by allowing co-management of the device. This can improve
troubleshooting with awareness of enforcement policies.
Managed IDS/IPS can also be made cost effective by bundling
together with other SOD services such as ThreatWatch MDR.

Contact us for a Demo Today

Mitigate brand impact
and business risk
Cover departmental
cyber-skills gap
Reduce false positives
that waste your staff's
time
Extend your threat
monitoring coverage
to 24x7

Sales@securityondemand.com or call (858) 693-5655

Security On-Demand (SOD) provides 24x7 advanced cyber-threatdetection services for
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advanced threat monitoring and detection, network intrusion protection, automated
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remediation, log analysis, and regulatory compliance solutions. For more information please
www.securityondemand.com
visit www.securityondemand.com and follow us on Twitter @SecurityOnDemand.
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